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We present an integrated framework of several process algebras dealing
with timing. The timing of actions is either relative (to the time at which the
preceding action is performed) or absolute, the algebraic format can include
time-stamped actions or be two-phase (delays and actions separate), and the
time scale on which time is measured is either discrete or continuous.
The presented theories are all extensions of ACP with explicit termination.
All theories are given by operational rules and are axiomatized. We have an
integrated framework in the following sense. All theories are generalizations of
ACP without timing, and the theories with relative timing and absolute timing
in which time is measured on a continuous time scale are generalizations of the
theories with relative timing and absolute timing in which time is measured
on a discrete time scale. Besides, the theories with absolute timing can easily
be extended with a mechanism for parametric absolute timing which provides
an alternative way to deal with relative timing. That is, the extended theories
are generalizations of the corresponding theories with relative timing. In all
cases, time-stamped and two-phase versions are interdenable.
If one theory is a generalization of another theory, this roughly means that
the processes considered in the former theory essentially include the processes
considered in the latter theory. That is the reason why abstraction from
timing is possible in a theory with timing and discretization is possible in a
theory with continuous timing. Abstraction from timing enables analysis of
systems without carrying the timing details wherever they are not needed,
discretization enables analysis of systems at a level where time is measured
with a nite precision wherever that is suÆcient.
In this framework, we can dene many relevant features: strong choice vs.
weak choice, maximal progress, time outs, state operator, process creation.
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